Q10 Consent Form

The purpose of this research project is to collect data concerning interest in and location of a potential bike shelter to be installed on Bemidji State University's campus. This is a research project being conducted by students at Bemidji State University. You are invited to participate in this research project because you are associated with BSU. Your participation in this research study is voluntary. You may choose not to participate. If you decide to participate in this research survey, you may withdraw at any time. If you decide not to participate in this study or if you withdraw from participating at any time, you will not be penalized. The procedure involves completing an online survey that will take approximately 1 minute. Your responses will be confidential, and we do not collect identifying information such as your name, email address or IP address. The survey questions will be about your interest in and preferences for a potential bike shelter. We will do our best to keep your information confidential. All data is stored in a password protected electronic format. To help protect your confidentiality, the surveys will not contain information that will personally identify you. The results of this study will be used for scholarly purposes only and may be shared with Bemidji State University representatives. If you have any questions about the research study, please contact Jonathan Hartshorn Jonathan.Hartshorn@live.bemidjistate.edu This research has been reviewed according to Bemidji State University IRB procedures for research involving human subjects. ELECTRONIC CONSENT: Please select your choice below. Clicking on the "agree" button below indicates that: • you have read the above information • you voluntarily agree to participate • you are at least 18 years of age If you do not wish to participate in the research study, please decline participation by clicking on the "disagree" button.
Q9 Consent

○ Agree (1)
○ Disagree (2)

*Skip To: End of Survey If Consent = Disagree*

Q1 Do you live on-campus?

○ Yes (1)
○ No (2)

Q2 On a scale of 1-5 how interested would you be in a bike shelter?

○ Very Interested (1)
○ Interested (2)
○ Neither Interested or Uninterested (3)
○ Uninterested (4)
○ Very Uninterested (5)
Q3 Identify the location for a bike shelter that would best serve you.
Q10

- Haag-Sauer Hall (1)
- Central Plaza (2)
- Deputy Hall (3)
- Other (4) ________________________________
Q7

Standard Rack  Vertical Rack
Q4 What type of storage would you prefer?

- Standard Rack (1)
- Vertical Rack (2)

Q8

No Enclosure  Partial Enclosure  Full Enclosure
Q5 What type of enclosure would you prefer?

- No Enclosure (1)
- Partial Enclosure (2)
- Full Enclosure (3)

Q11 The purpose of this study is to determine what the student body thinks about the idea of a bike shelter on campus. Based on the results of the research, the project team will submit a proposal for the location and type of shelter to the Bemidji State University Sustainability office. The goal is that this shelter will be fabricated at a later date. The results of this study will not be publicized. If you have any questions or you would like more information about this study, please contact me, Jonathan Hartshorn, or Jordan Lutz in the Sustainability Office (218-755-2560). It is not expected that you will suffer any adverse effects from this study. If that should happen, please contact your regular doctor or the BSU counseling services. Thank you for participating in the study.
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